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There was still a morning meeting the next day. Bryan’s attitude towards Miriam was
much colder than before. He just waited for her to arrive at the ticket check area and
didn’t take the initiative to speak up after bringing people in.

At the end of the morning meeting, Miriam returned to the hotel and met Lin Shui when
he checked out. He came to renew the room.

“Are you Mr. Shao still in Kyoto?” Miriam’s eyes fell on Lin Shui with inaudible light,
pretending to ask carelessly.

Lin Shui nodded slightly, handed out the card in his hand, and responded more casually,
“Yes, Mr. Shao still has social gatherings at night, and he won’t go back tomorrow
morning. Miss Lu has a good journey.”

Miriam smiled lightly, and after receiving her ID card from the front desk, she walked out
with her luggage.

In the evening, Bryan walked into a luxury bar in downtown Kyoto in a straight suit.

Under the guidance of the waiter, he found the pre-appointed private room. Pushing the
door, he was disturbed by the brilliant but not bright light of the room. He narrowed his
eyes slightly and nodded slightly with the man surrounded by the center, “Zong Xun.”

When Xun Yang heard the sound, his narrow eyes were half-closed, and after seeing
the incoming person clearly, he got up to greet him with a bright smile, and put one hand
in front of Bryan, “Mr. Shao, it’s been a long time.”

Bryan’s eyes fell on the palm in front of him, as if he hesitated for a while before
reaching out and shook his hand, his expression had been reduced just right.

“Yes, it’s been a long time.”

The last time I met, it was a year ago, and everything happened because of the man in
front of me.

After a simple greeting, he took a seat on the side. The slightly drenched Xun Yang held
a woman next to him with a peck on the chin, and then raised his voice, “We are the
golden bachelor of Jincheng. Longteng Group has always heard of it. , The opportunity
is given to you, don’t miss it…”

While talking, he put his palms together and made a gesture of shouting. As soon as the
voice fell, three or five women next to him got up and sat next to Bryan. One of them,



who seemed to be in his twenties, raised his arm and took the opportunity. On the
shoulders of Bryan, “Mr. Shao is still single, is there any special hobby…”

Generally speaking, the expected man will pick up mean eyebrows and tell her whether
she is a special hobby or not. Bryan glanced at her coldly, and even picked her away
with his fingers in disgust. The arm on his shoulder, “Sorry, I just have a higher vision.”

The face of the woman who said in a word changed, and her body leaned back inaudibly,
no longer willing to pay attention to him.

Xun Yang leaned on the sofa, with one arm wrapped around the shoulders of the
woman next to him. After watching the whole scene in time, he narrowed his eyes and
put down the wine glass in his other hand, beckoning to the mocking woman who had
just lost weight, “Hey. Yo, Mr. Shao, we have no eyesight, come to your brother Xun,
brother loves you…”

When someone got into his arms with a look of weeping, Xun Yang glanced at Bryan
again, “Manager Shao doesn’t seem to have any lace news for more than a year. Is it
possible that he still missed the previous one? “

Bryan looked down and shook the red wine glass in his hand thoughtfully. Not long after,
the corners of his lips curled up with an evil charm.”You and I are both businessmen.
You should understand what businessmen value most.”

Nature is interest.

Without saying the remaining words, Xun Yang raised his head and smiled quite
comprehensively, “So at the beginning you and Miriam drew a clear line, and then
publicly declared your single identity is the best way to stop the loss in time.”

In the dim line of sight, the arc of Bryan’s lips slightly changed, but the depth of his eyes
gradually became unpredictable.

He raised his eyes slightly and raised his glass, “I also want to thank Mr. Xun for helping
me make this decision. Long Teng can achieve this level within a year.”

Xun Yang waved his hand slightly, “Well, since it is said that the interests of
businessmen are paramount, of course I do those things for myself, and now I can sit
with you and drink this glass of wine for myself.”

For his own sake, Bryan understood the deep meaning behind it. On the one hand, he
used the engagement storm with Qi Yun to hype up his Xun’s young master’s love story,
and on the other hand, he naturally received a lot of benefits from Shang Rui.

“So…” He paused slightly, “It is not accidental that Xun’s jewelry can be brought back to
life in your hands.”



His evaluation was very pertinent, but Xun Yang couldn’t help being surprised when he
heard this. He subconsciously retracted the arm on the shoulder of the woman beside
him, and his body straightened a bit.

“Why don’t I understand Mr. Shao’s words?”

Xun’s jewelry was unable to make ends meet, and the gorgeous illusion Xun Yang
worked hard for several years, but he did not expect that Bryan would explore this, and
surprise was inevitable.

At the same time, he can feel the threat of his words.

“I just think Xun’s total abilities should not be underestimated. I am very relieved to work
with you.” Bryan deliberately avoided over-exploring this topic, and at the same time
shook the empty glass in his hand, “The wine is good, is there any more?”

Hearing this, Xun Yang quickly veiled the inquiring look under his eyes, raised his head
and drank the remaining half of the red wine in the glass, and ordered the assistant
standing at the door, “Bring Mr. Shao another bottle of good wine.” “

Bryan heard the sound of the wine glass knocking heavily on the coffee table in front of
him, and the corners of his lips hooked unconsciously, and then heard Xun Yang speak
slowly with a slight mockery.

“Cooperation, President Shao, I don’t seem to have promised to cooperate with you yet?
After all, I have a good cooperation with the monk now, and I know the little time
between the two of you, let me abandon one of you, fool. You also know how to
choose?”

Bryan was in his spare time, leaned his body slightly on the back of the chair, clasped
his hands in front of him, and asked in a hurry, “Then I would like to hear about the
reasons why Mr. Xun chose Shang Zong. In terms of asset strength, he may not win
right now. As for me, the only thing that can influence your inclinations is the person
behind him, right?”

Who this person is, the answer is self-evident.

Xun Yang shrugged slightly. Even if he was seen through, he didn’t mean to hide it at all.
He frankly said: “The Song family still has half the power to cover the sky with one hand
in Kyoto. As the son-in-law of the Song family, Mr. Shao should understand my choice.
is not it?”

When Bryan heard the words, he nodded slightly, and did not comment.

Not long after the door of the private room was knocked, Bryan subconsciously followed
the sound of opening the door and looked up and saw a woman in work uniform coming
in with a bottle of red wine.



Under the dim light, the line of sight was not clear, and it could only cover the outline of
the woman’s figure, but Bryan’s eyes tightened uncontrollably.

“Sir, the wine you want.” The woman put it on the coffee table, and Bryan confirmed her
appearance with the light overhead.

The hands clasped in front of him tightened inaudibly.

Xun Yang squinted his eyes to see the person approaching, turning his gaze slightly as
if he wanted to see her more clearly, and finally said with interest before he could see
clearly: “I have a good figure. It’s a pity just to be a waiter. Not willing to accompany me
for a drink, I will pay you one year’s salary.”

Miriam seemed to perceive Bryan’s gaze, raised her head and glanced at him quietly,
then lowered her head to fill the empty glass on the coffee table with wine, “Of course I
would, it is my honor.”

Miriam also poured herself a glass. After she got up, most of her figure disappeared into
the darkness again. She raised her glass and gestured to Xun Yang on the sofa, “Thank
you, Mr. Xun.”

The man burst into laughter, his smile filled with the calmness and almost distorted
self-satisfaction that money brought him.

He gestured towards Bryan’s direction, then raised his head and drank the wine in the
glass. He didn’t notice the cold light in the woman’s eyes and the wine glass that was
poured at him.
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Bryan shot Miriam in time before pretending to fall, his steady arm lifted her up, and he
spoke almost indifferently, “General Xun’s suit is very valuable. If it gets dirty, I’m afraid
your work for a year won’t be enough to pay.”

Miriam retracted her arm upon hearing the sound. Seeing that the situation had
developed so far, she could only respond slightly apologetically: “I’m sorry, I didn’t mean
it.”

At this time, Xun Yang, who had finished drinking, reacted. He was slightly surprised
and finished off, “It’s okay, I’m willing to accept the wine poured by the beauty.”

Bryan’s eyes darkened even more with this, but he quickly remained calm, and in a
slightly sulky tone he ordered: “Don’t go out yet!”

Miriam slightly pursed her lips, and after a simple weighing, she put down her wine glass
and went out.



When the woman’s figure disappeared from sight, the door of the private room was
closed again, and Xun Yang said slightly jokingly and accusingly, “You scared everyone
away, isn’t it too unkind?”

Bryan didn’t leave the slightest flaw on his face, and slightly adjusted the hem of his
suit.”It’s Mr. Xun who is too pitiful and pitiful.”

After speaking, he nodded slightly apologetically, “Sorry, I’ll go to the bathroom.”

He raised his foot and stepped out of the private room. When he was washing his hands
at the sink, he saw Miriam through the mirror as expected. He still washed his hands
quietly and said, “You don’t need to intervene in this matter.”

The voice is neither light nor heavy, Miriam suppressed the emotions in her heart, “I
didn’t interfere with your affairs, but you broke my plan.”

“Your business is mine.” He washed his hands and turned his eyes to meet her lightly.

Miriam, who was choking with unreasonable rhetoric, was speechless for a while.
Before he could say anything, he saw the man’s eyes sink in the face of each other, and
then quietly and calmly said to her: “Xun Yang is here. .”

She paused for a while, and after a short reaction, she raised her foot and folded into the
women’s bathroom beside her, stepping calmly without leaving the slightest flaw.

Not long after Xun Yang approached Bryan, he showed some meaningful expressions
towards the entrance of the women’s bathroom, “Which waiter did you just go in? Is it
possible that Mr. Shao is interested in it?”

Bryan withdrew his gaze inaudibly, turned around and took out the tissue while wiping
his hands, and responded indifferently, “Clumsy woman, Mr. Xun’s words are too high
for her.”

Xun Yang was taken aback by this, and after reacting, he couldn’t help but pat Bryan’s
arm twice, “They all say that Shao is unkind. It seems that this is true…”

His figure swayed slightly, it seemed that the few glasses of wine just had an effect, and
a slight blur of light gathered in his eyes.

Bryan was non-committal, considering that Miriam was inside, he did not lift his foot to
leave. Instead, he raised his wrist and glanced at the time. Then his eyes were forced to
look back, “I have something to do, so I will leave first. Regarding cooperation, please
ask Mr. Xun. Think about it seriously.”

Xun Yang sneered when he heard the words, then waved his hand, and immediately
made a decision, “Don’t think about it, Mr. Shao, although I, Mr. Xun Yang, although my
interests are paramount, I still pay attention to a little bit of loyalty in cooperation.



Compared to Mr. Shao, After all, the friendship between my monk and President should
be deeper.”

“Really?” Bryan didn’t get annoyed when he heard this. Instead, he lowered his eyes
and raised a wicked smile, “I think Xun will always reconsider this decision.”

Drunk and slightly drunk, Bryan’s words with obvious profound meaning immediately
angered Xun Yang. Seeing that he was shaking and grabbing his collar, the dark eyes of
the eye were forced to stare, and the whole person was dull. The temperament also
became vicious at this time.

He slowly increased the strength in his hand, and then frankly said: “To be honest, I
promised to meet you today. It’s not something that I want to talk to you about
cooperation. It’s just boring. At the same time…”

He paused, caught off guard, raised his hand and slammed his fist on Bryan’s
cheekbone, watching his body back two steps and hitting the wall, then he smirked, “At
the same time I remember you. With those punches a year ago, I thought I really
couldn’t beat you?”

Bryan suddenly felt a greasy bloody smell spread in his mouth, and when he raised his
hand, there was scarlet blood flowing out.

His eyes suddenly became fierce, and when the opponent raised his hand to make
another punch, he dodged sideways, and at the same time stretched out his hand to
clamp it from behind, but buckled his neck, pressing the person against the wall.

“You drank too much.” He commented coldly, without much desire to do something.

However, Xun Yang followed this gap with both hands to free himself, and then raised
his hand and waved towards Bryan’s cheek.

“Xun Yang.” Bryan slowed down and raised his hand to clamp his arm. After a short
period of strength, he was about to counterattack, and he heard a “bang” in his ear.

Then he saw Xun Yang’s eyes gradually diminished, and the strength of his hands was
obviously loosened, and a few terrifying blood stains slowly leaked from the top of his
head, and his entire face was almost covered in a short time.

Shaking, the body eventually collapsed, revealing the figure of Miriam behind him.

She was still holding half of a red wine bottle in her hand, her expression was pale, and
she watched people fall in front of her, and then stared at Bryan, and she could barely
swallow and ask him: “You, you are all right. Right?”

Bryan couldn’t help being shocked. He didn’t know that this woman still contained such
energy.



Can’t wait to respond to her question, the first reaction was to squat down and probe
Xunyang’s breath, and after confirming that there was no problem, he took out a USB
flash drive from his pocket and placed it next to him.

“Let’s go.” He got up, looked around along the corridor, and finally made a gesture to
hold Miriam’s hand.

At this time, Miriam, whose thoughts were chaotic, slowly came to his senses, ignoring
Bryan’s extended hand and squatted down and fumbled on Xun Yang, and finally found
his mobile phone in his pocket.

There was a sound of approaching footsteps in the corridor, which shocked Miriam with
a cold sweat all over her body. She hurriedly stuffed her mobile phone into her pocket,
and ran away without hesitation.

Those with windy footsteps dare not look back.

Xun Yang, who was full of blood lying next to the sink, was quickly discovered. After a
short commotion, the bar security staff began to inspect one by one. Miriam ran
downstairs with his head stuffed, but he didn’t expect to return to the glyph floor. After
going around two times, he was completely lost.

After finally seeing the stairs, the next second, the person was dragged by the force of
his hand and fell directly into a dim area.

Miriam, who had slowed down, saw the outline of Bryan clearly with a little light, and the
man covered his mouth as soon as he was about to speak in the next second. His body
was pressed down, and his heavy breathing was floating in her ears. .

Unable to control himself, a rush of electric current flowed through his body, Miriam
closed her eyes, trying to calm her emotions.

At this time, I heard footsteps approaching outside the door, and the voice of a man
shouting, “Do you know who was injured? I checked it out. Searching room by room, we
couldn’t find any fruit today.”

Miriam held her breath. Under the double pressure of the man’s body and the sound of
footsteps outside the room, she felt that her heart was about to jump out of her chest.

In the end, heavy footsteps stopped outside the door, with the sound of the door handle
turning neither light nor heavy.

Miriam narrowed her eyes and glanced at the man in the dark. After a brief exploding
thought, her hands suddenly clung to the man’s neck, her lips and teeth covered with
enthusiasm, with a shallow moan that was not clear.



Without noticing the desire that Bryan had been holding back in her body, her k!ss
turned all her forbearance into ashes, and it only took a moment for him to be completely
ignited.

She lifted her leg slowly, clinging to it, and was caught in a tacit understanding by the
man.

The scene began to become a little uncontrollable. The next second, the door of the
room was opened, interrupting the progress of the two with the clear light of the corridor.

The man standing at the door was obviously taken aback, putting his hand on the
doorknob a little bit forward and backward.

When Bryan heard the sound, he stopped his current movement, and at the same time,
when he saw the woman under him turning her face slightly to pretend to be shyly
tidying the collar, her eyes suddenly became gloomy.

“Go!” The voice seemed to spread from the icy ocean floor.
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